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INTRODUCTION
The main event of the year of 2010
was the 8th General Assembly of
the EFECW in Loccum (Germany)
in August 2010 and the topic of
"Participation and Responsibility
- In the Path of Justice is Life".
According to the Message of the
GA, our main goals for the next 4
years are the following:
"Justice and Equality:
Justice and equality belong
together. No justice without gender
equality! Equality is not fulfilled as
yet in the countries of Europe,
even though the EU and other
European
institutions
have
provided and continue to provide
many decisive impulses (we refer
to the work of the Committee on
Women's Rights and Gender
Equality).
In spite of these there is still no
equal pay for equal work; there is
still no common European law
concerning
violence
against
women; women still have a higher
risk of becoming poor, especially
when they are single parents;
women still are working in
precarious jobs, with little
security, low pay and fewer career
opportunities than men, and
unemployment is still higher
among women.
Modern market economies are still
being defined around the concept
of human beings as independent
male adults. But we come into the

world, and often go out of it as
helpless creatures, dependent on
the care and solidarity of others. A
new effort is necessary to
overcome still persisting dualisms;
to put human needs into the centre
of economic activity; and to
redefine economy in light of the
question how to meet the human
needs of all. The market is useful
as a tool, but not in the centre of
the economy!
Taking Responsibility:
Standing up for women's/human
rights and furthering justice for all
can be a costly decision. The
Assembly honoured the memory of
six Russian women, among them
Anna Politkovskaja, who were
punished or even paid with their
lives because they stood up for the
human rights of others out of
conviction that this was their
responsibility as citizens. Taking
responsibility is also the Christian
way of "being here for others", as
Dietrich Bonhoeffer and Mother
Maria Skobtsova showed, and it is
possible in every situation.
Recommendations:
Understanding that all our efforts
are aimed at building peace with
justice, we recommend the Forum
to focus especially on our
responsibilities
as
European
Christian women in the following
areas:
Community building, networking
and dialogue
Interfaith/intercultural dialogue
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Ecology and economy
Gender equality in church and
society
Younger women in the life and
work of the Forum
To that end the Forum should:
* Strengthen the Forum
networks, especially amongst the
Mediterranean countries
*
Re-establish
programme
commissions/working groups that
will work and reflect on specific
issues:
1. theology and liturgy
2. ecology and economy
3.
interfaith/intercultural
dialogue".
After the elections in the General
Assembly 2010 the new Presidium is:
Martina HEINRICHS (re- elected),
Netherlands, Roman Catholic, Annika
DAMIRJIAN, Sweden, Baptist, Dr. Dr.
Vasiliki
MAVROSKA,
Greece,
Orthodox. The new CC member elected
are:
Kristina
IVANAUSKIENE,
Lithuania,
Lutheran,
Gabriele
KIENESBERGER, Austria, RomanCatholic, Maria KOUTATZI, Greece,
Roman-Catholic, Carla MAURER,
Switzerland, Reformed and Nata
HOVORKOVÁ (re- elected), Slovakia,
Baptist,
On behalf of the whole Forum, we
would like to thank the former CoPresidents, Elena Timofticiuc, Orthodox,
Romania
and
Dorothy
Knights,
Anglican, Great Britain, and the former
CC, Johanna Friedlein, Lutheran,
Germany; Sylvia Nercessian, Armenian
Evangelical, Greece; Anne Lagerstedt,
Lutheran, Finland; Marina Treima,
Orthodox, Estonia, and Sonjia Aldea,

Orthodox, Romania, for their great
contribution to the aims of our Forum
and their dedication to their task, up to
the point of their service.

EFECW Activities 2010
Planning, preparing and organising the
General Assembly in Loccum 2010 was
the main task for 2010. A short
summary, written by Dr. Göksu, is
following:
SUMMARY OF THE 8th GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
OF
THE
ECUMENICAL
FORUM
OF
EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN WOMEN
“Participation and Responsibility – on
the way of justice there is life” – the
motto of the 8th General Assembly
could not be more topical. It brought
together 160 delegates, guests and
speakers from 27 European countries,
who met from 23rd to 29th August in the
Evangelische Akademie (Protestant
Academy) of Loccum, north-west of
Hanover. Founded a year after the end of
World War 2, the Academy has been
receiving guests since 1952 as a facility
for peace, reconciliation and ethicalpolitical discourse. One of its charms is
its proximity to the Cistercian monastery
of Loccum, founded in 1163, today a
training college for preachers. With
inviting meeting rooms and guest houses
in a country setting, it lies on the
pilgrimage route to the historic
monastery of Volkenroda in Thuringia.
Martina Heinrichs began by greeting
everyone on behalf of the three Copresidents of the Ecumenical Forum.
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Following the welcome and introduction
to the Academy by its Director, Dr
Stephan Schaede, and Reverends
Gabriele Arndt-Sandrock and Sophie
Anca, we heard warm greetings from
representatives of member associations,
partner organisations, and the Protestant
and Catholic Churches.
The keynote speakers shone a spotlight
on justice, ecumenism and spirituality,
with challenging keynote addresses.
Brigitte Triems presented the European
Women’s Lobby, of which she is
President. Ethical economics, or the
possibilities of fair trading in the
“world’s household” were introduced to
us by the Swiss Protestant theologian
and publicist Ina Praetorius. The Russian
Orthodox theologian Marina Shishova
from St Petersburg linked spirituality
and justice as she recalled women
human-rights activists of the 1990s. Refl
ecting the addresses – and the infectious
Bible study by Klara Butting – were the
many thematic and creative workshops.
Oasis groups, study groups with experts,
plenary
discussions,
open
space
conversations, not forgetting the German
Evening and a bazaar with national
products – all these widened our
horizons. The Forum introduced
individual projects, like the international
Egeria Pilgrimage 2005 -2010, and a
first historical documentation– the book
“Ökumene
weiblich”
(Female
Ecumenism) shows three decades of
European ecumenism amongst women.
Extracts are currently being translated
into English. I was impressed by the zest
with which women from different
cultural and regional backgrounds

engaged spontaneously
conversations!

in

warm

The brilliantly prepared business
sessions brought young women to the
fore in the Presidium and the Coordinating Committee at the elections.
One of the founding mothers of the
Forum, who was also present, was
particularly pleased with the lively
future of the Forum in the 21st century:
91-year-old Ruth Epting from Basle
welcomed the emergence of the young
people who, as delegates or ‘stewards’,
demanded recognition of their roles.
A cultural conclusion was provided on
the Saturday by an excursion to
Hannover. In the closing worship in the
Reformed
Church
the
Hamburg
theologian Antje Heider- Rottwilm gave
a sermon on the Magnifi cat, framed by
the sensitive and moving liturgy created
by the worship group led by Reverend
Johanna Friedlein. Afterwards there was
a reception by the Council of Churches.
Back in Loccum our friendly kitchen
team spoilt us with a great barbecue –
held indoors on account of the incessant
rain. There was a standing ovation for
the culinary delights! The final morning
prayers sent us with travel blessings
from monastic seclusion back to reality.
Summary by Dr.Cornelia Göksu
Translation by Jill King
For more details please read the
documentation, which leads in diary
form, as well as the Message of the GA
2010 in our website www.efecw.net
PROGRAMMES OF THE JACKIE
STUYT LEGACY
During the year of 2010 three projects of
the National Forums of Greece,
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Hungary, Moldova and took place
through the JSL.
Particularly, the National Forum of
Greece organised their project (Phase A)
on the island of Tinos. It was held from
October 14th to October 16th. The main
subject of the project was: "Christian
Women – Perspective, Vision, Choices".
The aim of the project was to empower
women of the island to the ecumenical
formation and networking. The National
Forum of Hungary organised a project
about "Young women´s search for
identity in a postmodern world", 20- 25
September 2010. The course was
attended
by
young
women
representatives of four nationalities
(Romanian, Hungarian, Saxon and
Roma) and their goal was to involve
more young women to the ecumenical
network of the EFECW. Furthermore,
the National Forum of Moldova held the
project of "Strengthening the role of
Moldovan women in society", aiming to
increase the women’s social, political
and economic equality by providing
them with the knowledge, skills and
strategies, in order to promote changes
in their lives and communities.
Please read the detailed final reports of
the
projects
in
our
website
www.efecw.net and specifically about
the Jacqueline Stuyt Legacy.

PRESENTING
THE BOARD
Co Presidents
Martina HEINRICHS, Netherlands,
Roman Catholic. Birthday: 5th of
November. Martina is a feminist
theologian, who is now working as
programme director at the Dominican
Monastery Huissen and she runs her

second term in the EFECW as a CoPresident. She is involved in various
national and international ecumenical
groups, but the Forum for her "offers a
unique and large network of women and
women’s organisations in more than 30
European countries including all
christian denominations. This is a big
chance!"
Annika
DAMIRJIAN,
Sweden,
th
Baptist. Birthday: 4 of September.
Annika is a theologian, who is working
as the general secretary at the Swedish
Ecumenical Women’s Council. Due to
her job, she is very much involved with
the various ecumenical bodies since
2006 and she was NC in the Swedish
National Forum. Her thoughts for
applying for the Presidium was that "the
organisation has an important future
and I want to contribute to the
development of the organisation and
make it stronger and more effective if
possible".
Dr. Dr. Vasiliki MAVROSKA, Greece,
Orthodox. Birthday: 1st of June. Vivie is
a theologian and an art historian and she
is an Assistant Professor of Dogmatics
and Art Aesthetics at the University of
Athens. She was trained in the
ecumenism through the EFECW and the
EYCE. Her aim is mostly "to inspire
more young women" for the future and
the continuation of the Forum.
CC members
Nata
HOVORKOVÁ,
Slovakia,
th
Baptist. Birthday: 11 of January. Nata
runs her second term as a CC member
and she is known as the photographer of
the Forum! She is a theologian and her
occupation is Executive secretary –
international
voluntary
service/
Ecumenical Council of Churches. The
continuance of her tasks in the EFECW
is based on her willingness of
"Exchanging experiences".
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Kristina IVANAUSKIENE, Lithuania,
Lutheran. Birthday:18th of February.
Kristina is teaching Feminist theology
and she is a Pastoral assistant and
apparently she is very interested in "the
gender inequality in churches that still
exists in many countries".
Gabriele KIENESBERGER, Austria,
Roman-Catholic. Birthday: 16th of
November. Gabi, also a theologian, is
working as Project coordinator at the
Catholic Social Academy of Austria. Her
involvement
in
the
ecumenical
movement goes back to the 1st European
Women´s Synod in 1996 and for the
future as a CC member she dreams "to
knit my European dreams of justice into
the colorful web of EFECW".
Maria KOUTATZI, Greece/ Malta,
Roman-Catholic. Birthday: 4th of March.
Maria is working as Director of the
Jesuit Student Residence in Athens and
she is also a freelance Business
Consultant and trainer. Her activity in
the ecumenical field, being involved in
so many bodies and activities brought
her goal for the Forum to be a more and
more "dynamic presence of women in
the ecumenical and church scene in
Europe".
Carla
MAURER,
Switzerland,
th
Reformed. Birthday: 5 of June. Carla is
a theologian and she has been working
for CEC for the last 4 years. Her dream
for the Forum is to have "an intergenerational dialogue within EFECW to
develop a common vision for the future
of the Forum".

Meetings of the Board
Enabling Team
The Co- Presidents and the Treasurer of
the EFECW met on the 16th of
September and on the 15th of December
2010 in Brussels, in order to put the
working plan into frames. The two new

members of the Enabling team, Annika
and Vivie, had to be informed about the
procedures followed and how things are
working. Written guidelines will help the
newcomers to adjust themselves in the
actions of the Forum and they are going
to be the outline for our steps in
organising events, projects and meetings.
The tasks list was formed and we are all
asked to be dedicated to our
assignments. The theological seminar
about "Creation and Ecology" in St.
Petersburg, which was already organised
by the former board and Dr. Marina
Shishova, is the first challenge!

Coordinating
Committee
Meeting of EFECW
30. September - 3. October 2010 in
Čelákovice, Czech Republic
It seemed very wise already from the old
CC of our Forum to organise a Team
building programme for the new CC
members, who were in their majority
newcomers in the central structural
committee.
Anne Stael, an experienced professional
in teambuilding, coordination and
management tried in a very gentle and
friendly way to reach the goals, which
were put on the pre- meeting of the CoPresidents with Gisela Hoeve, our
treasurer, in Brussels. The particular aim
was, apart from discussing about
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business, to try to know each other in a
more sufficient way, to identify our
skills and talents and to estimate our role
on our new team, in order to share the
tasks for the next four-year-period.
Those factors were being discussed on
Thursday evening, in a more personal
discussion on our ambitions, visions,
inspirations and qualities and it was put
into a more practical base all day long on
Friday (in the morning about our skills,
in the afternoon about the final message
of GA 2010 and expected results of the
work of the Forum in the coming 4
years).
The business sessions started on
Saturday. After hearing a report from
Jirina about the balanced relations
between the FC and the CC, as well as a
report about the budget and the
economical situation from Gisela, based
on the material, which was already sent
by mails, we started focusing on the next
steps: the theological seminar in St.
Petersburg (Creation and Ecology) in
May 2011 and the next NC meeting in
Lithuania in September 2011. Besides,
the presentation of the task lists and the
networking were really significant for
our teamwork and our role in it. For all
of us one highlight of the day was the
visit of a local group of women of the
Forum from the area around and the
constructive discussion we had about the
future.
On Sunday morning we focused on our
next business session and particularly
the participation of younger women in
the meetings and their involvement in
the Forum. Additionally, we worked on
the list of the organisations, with which
the Forum has or would like to have
contacts in many ways (we mostly
discussed on the CEC situation and our
financial consequences). Last, but not
least, we discussed some technical

communication matters, such as the
website, the NC group and the new
perspective on Skype conferences etc.
We strongly believe that the team has
the enthusiasm, the eager and the energy
to work in a beneficial and a positive
way, in order to bring forward in a more
and more adequate tactic the visions of
all the women of the Forum for the
future!

The women and leadership training in
Bratislava in June 2010 gave inspiration
to work on their own challenges and to
know their qualities. Fifteen participants
from different European countries.

Contacts and networking
1. REPRESENTATION ON THE
CONSULATION OF CEC (Budapest,
8- 12 November 2010)
Asea Railean was sent to the
Consulation of CEC on Poverty-WealthEcology in Europe as the representative
of the Ecumenical Forum of European
Christian Women.
After the end of the meeting, she
reported as following:
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Dear all,
I would like to thank you for the fact that
the Ecumenical Forum of European
Christian Women delegated me to
participate at the Consultation on
Poverty-Wealth-Ecology in Europe. The
Consultation took place from 8–12
November 2010 in Budapest in the
facilities of the Ecumenical Council of
Churches in Hungary.
On Monday, November 8th I participated
in an excursion program in order to face
with the impacts of the economic crisis
in Hungary. I have learned about the
exclusion of Roma and the difficulties of
migrants. There, we discussed about
poverty in the rich Europe, concerning
the growing injustice, the social
polarization and the sharpening regional
disparities. We noticed the broad social
and economic gap between the old and
new member states of the European
Union. The primacy of economy over
people in creation was greatly criticised.
We also stressed on the fact that the
social and the climate justice belong
together.

In response to the question whether
there are any “reasonable” and
ethically justifiable limits to wealth, we
would like to respond that it would be
unreasonable to limit wealth. There are
limits to unbridled accumulation
because of social as well as
environmental reasons. Trickle down

economics does not work and the
growing inequality in European societies
creates anxieties and undermines social
cohesion. The growing gap between rich
and poor literally kills people. The finite
ecosystem clearly sets limits to
unchecked accumulation as resources
are limited and global warming and the
destruction of the environment present
dangers to humankind and, indeed, to
Creation as a whole. Goods can be a
blessing of God as the word “good”
already suggests, but the endless
accumulation of earthly possessions and
“being possessed by possessions” can
actually lead to spiritual poverty. The
conclusion of the hearing is that
Churches need to address the issues of
wealth and richness in the churches as
well as in society as a whole. Nothing
less than a change in the moral texture
of society is necessary, and in this
context, churches have a specific task.
Recommendations to the churches:
Churches in Western Europe, which are
supporting churches in Eastern Europe,
should do so in the spirit of promoting
ownership,
empowerment
and
sustainability which, in the end, leads to
churches that will be able to function
without structural material assistance
coming from abroad.
In the activities concerning poverty and
wealth,
inter-confessional,
interdenominational, and interfaith
cooperation should be promoted.
The Churches which “see the parish as
their world” should be encouraged to
“see the world as their parish” and also
be concerned in “life before death”.
Recommendations to the churches in
relation to the young people:
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The Churches should pay more attention
to the importance of providing voluntary
work for young people.
The year 2011 will be the Year of
Volunteering. It would be good to use
that occasion to emphasize the need to
recognize unpaid work.
“May integrity and uprightness protect
me, because my hope, Lord, is in you.”
Psalm 25,21
Thank you all very much for this
wonderful opportunity offered to me.
All the best,
Asea Railean
2. The youngest CC member Carla
Maurer was working at the offices of
CEC in Strasburg until the end of the
year 2010 and she was and still is our
official representative to any kind of
event concerning the Conference of
European Churches. We wish you Carla
all the best and thank you for the great
effort you make and your enthusiasm!
3. Egeria-Projekt Der Egeria Pilgerweg
ist eine ökumenische FrauenpilgerInitiative für ein gemeinsames Europa.
Auf den Spuren der frühchristlichen
Pilgerin Egeria aus dem 4. Jahrhundert
folgen Frauen heute der historischen
Route und gehen von 2005– 2015 einen
Pilgerweg durch 12 Länder Europas bis
nach Jerusalem. Jährlich pilgert eine
international
und
ökumenisch
zusammengesetzte Frauengruppe durch
ein Land beziehungsweise eine Region.
Beginnend in Spanien 2005 folgten 2006
Frankreich, 2007Italien, 2008 Slowenien
und Kroatien und 2009 Serbien. In 2010
führt der Weg durch Rumänien. Die
Pilgerinitiative ist ein Projekt von
Frauen für Frauen, dessen Ergebnisse
auf eine breitere Öffentlichkeit zielen.
Die Frauen, die bisher teilgenommen
haben, kommen aus 6 verschiedenen

europäischen
Ländern,
aus
unterschiedlichen Konfessionen, sind
unterschiedlichen Alters und in vielen
regionalen Aktivitäten vernetzt. Vor,
neben und nach der Teilnahme am
Pilgerprojekt engagieren sich die Frauen
in regionalen Gruppen oder Foren und
bleiben
so
dem
Egeria-Projekt
verbunden. Im Laufe des Projektes hat
sich die Konzeption „Informiert Pilgern“
und eigene Pilgerregeln herausgebildet.
Die teilnehmenden Frauen gestalten die
Spiritualität in der Pilgerinnengruppe mit
und erfahren durch die Begegnungen
Impulse zum ökumenischen und
interkulturellen
Lernen
und
zur
politischen Bildung. Themen sind:
Versöhnung (im ehem. Jugoslawien),
Frauenarmut, Minderheiten (z.B. Sinti
und Roma) u.a.m., die bürgernah und
konkret miteinander erörtert und erlebt
werden können.
By Carola Ritter
Please read about Egeria´s Project in
www.egeria-project.eu
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The Financial Report was prepared by our treasurer Gisela Hoeve
and the Finance Committee of the Forum
and it was approved by the Co- Presidents and the CC members
May 2011
Dr. Dr. Vivie Mavroska
Co- President of the EFECW
CONTACT
Ecumenical Forum of European Christian Women
174 rue Joseph II,
BE - 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium
www.efecw.net
EFECW Account:
Dutch EUR account number: 5196778
Account name: ÖKUMENISCHES FORUM CHRISTLICHER FRAUEN
Bank name: ING Bank
Bank address: Postbus/Letterbox 99960, NL 8900 GA LEEUWARDEN/NEDERLAND
IBAN: NL71INGB0005196778
BIC (SWIFT): INGBNL2A

